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This is a major new edition of the Little Oxford English Dictionary, offering the most accurate and

up-to-date coverage of essential, everyday vocabulary. Based on evidence from the Oxford English

Corpus, a unique databank with hundreds of millions of words of English, it provides a fresh

selection of 90,000 words, phrases, and definitions. Definitions are given in a clear, simple style,

avoiding technical language, and are easier to understand than ever before, and there are hundreds

of notes on spelling and grammar to help you get it right.A brand-new Factfinder center section

gives easy access to information on topics such as countries and their capitals, kings and queens,

and weights and measures, as well as help with spelling and punctuation.A new, clear design

makes the Little Oxford English Dictionary easy to use, and ideal for use at school, at home, and in

the office.Find out more about our living language using Oxford Dictionaries Online. Hear how

words are spoken with thousands of audio pronunciations, and access over 1.9 million real English

example sentences to see how words are used in context. Improve your confidence in writing with

helpful grammar and punctuation guides, full thesaurus information, style and usage help, and much

more.Discover more on oxforddictionaries.com, Oxford's hub for dictionaries and language

reference.
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I purchased one edition of this dictionary while traveling in Europe. I loved that one to death. When

the binding broke - I tried to get another one. This dictionary is a bit condescending. The paper is

low quality and the print is large and a bit faded. Not all the words have pronunciation guides with

the international phonetic alphabet. It has dumb little usage hints in it, and I swear it has few words

that are unknown to me. However, when reading Dirk Gently's Holistic Detective Agency, I did find

some new words, which I thought was not surprising, and slightly redeeming. The good things about

this dictionary: it is a nice size, and has a decent binding, it is a real book. Looking at my old one,

however, this dictionary isn't an adequate replacement. I need to find a good book binder to repair it.

;)

It is since the revised seventh edition that I've been using this dictionary. I replaced my old Harrap's

Pocket Dictionary that I had been using until its demise. As a learner of English I always need a

dictionary in my bag while I'm travelling and reading magazines, both of which I do daily. I've found

the seventh and eighth editions pretty good, so I have ordered the ninth one too and am waiting for

its arrival which is due in the early days of August. As I see it, the new edition is a couple of pages

longer than the previous edition. These books don't have long lifetimes with me. They last for 2 to 4

years. They literally fall apart after that time. It starts with the spine, then goes on to the cover pages

(these things you can mend with duct tape) and at last the contagion spreads to the "a" section of

the dictionary (unfortunately, in spite of being a hardcover book, its pages are only glued together

and not bound with thread).Something more about the contents: The seventh edition still had the

pronunciation guide with every single word using the International Phonetic Alphabet. Since the

eighth edition this feature disappeared and was replaced by the almost random but very rare

pronunciation guides (using the dictionary's own phonetic system) where the authors think that they

are needed, however, quite often they are not available for words I would need them with and

available with ones I don't know why they bothered with. On the other hand, the selection of words

in the dictionary is excellent, I have to use the WAP dictionaries quite rarely to check words not in

the dictionary. Still, at home I never use this dictionary. In the first round I use some advanced

learner's dictionary (Oxford, Macmillan, Longman, Cambridge) or with rare words the Chambers

Dictionary or the American Heritage Dictionary. I prefer advanced learner's dictionaries for all the

extra information they give about the usage of words.On the last pages of the eighth edition there is

a Supplement with such useful sections such as Commonly Misspelled Words (or confused

word-pairs), Countries (with adjectival forms and currency names), Weights and Measures,

Symbols, etc. You rarely use these pages, but they come handy occasionally.All in all, in my opinion



this dictionary can be recommended to those on the move. It is worth the price and doesn't take up

too much space even in a (sizeable) hand bag.

This the the second of this particular size I have purchased. I will look for more as gifts, especially at

graduation time. It's a perfect size and fits in the hands nicely -- great for bedside or backpack or

workstation. My dream is to eventually own the multi-volume print version of the OED, but this is a

"little" start in that direction!

I keep this dictionary by my reading table (because of it's size and convenience) to look up what I

consider unusual or difficult words and almost all of the words I needed to check were not in the

dictionary. What kind of dictionary is that? So it is disappointing to me.

AWESOME little book! :-)

This compact little dictionary has found a place on my busy desk and is a great help in finding words

and spelling. My age is causing memory lapses and is such a handy assistance in solving these

problems!

great product as expected

A must have for any serious college student who needs a good dictionary or is thinking of becoming

a english major. It is also the right size to carry with you in your backpack for quick reference.
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